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Abstract 
Thinking Outside the Box: TV Programming Challenges in the Digital Age 
Zlatina K. Rankova 
 
 
 
 
Managing a television network is no longer just about building a linear 
programming schedule that appeals to the target audience and is interrupted by 
commercial breaks that support the business. Television channels are now multi-media 
companies that juggle many different platforms and revenue streams while trying to 
survive rigorous competition from hundreds of other networks which invest in high 
quality and specialized programs. This study goes deep into the structure of Fuse 
Networks and through in-depth interviews draws insights from experienced top level 
management professionals in order to shed more light on the mechanisms of operating a 
multi-platform business.  
The study outlines the structure and operations of the Programming and the 
Multiplatform departments, gives a detailed look into the opportunities created by the 
emergence of new distribution models and explains how operating a complex media 
structure has become an industry requirement. It sketches some of the challenges faced 
by multi-departmental structures in building a cohesive and successful branding 
strategy, and discusses some of the flaws that mark an ever-changing media landscape 
like lacking a universal measurement tool across platforms.   
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
Every generation brings with itself evolution and change that could seem 
unfathomable for anyone preceding it. Technological advancements in particular have 
continually shocked consumers and brought an initial disturbance in established 
practices despite their fundamental purpose to make life easier, faster, more 
comfortable, more efficient, better. The invention of the telephone, telegraph and 
television all brought social fears and resistance at the beginning and caused massive 
changes in the ways communication and entertainment was consumed and managed in 
their respective time periods (Marshall, 2011). Saturated by new inventions and 
developments, the past few decades have been especially radical for the television 
industry. Even though consumers are much less likely to resist new technologies and 
quicker at adopting them to their everyday lives, media managers are faced by the 
challenges to adapt to changing consumer habits and industry idiosyncrasies in order to 
operate profitable businesses. Digitalization and convergence have been at the center of 
the whirlwind for television executives, who have been forced to change their 
production, programming, promotional and distribution strategies in order to stay 
competitive on the market (Gillan, 2011). 
Moreover, the rising number of cable networks, combined with a ramp-up in 
television productions have created a highly competitive media environment, in which 
schedulers need to constantly change their programming strategies (Umstead, 2013). 
Digital recording devices (DVRs), and video-on-demand (VOD) and TV Everywhere 
systems, which allow viewers to watch content whenever they want on any device 
instead of complying with linear television schedules, have further complicated the job 
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of programmers who now need to include additional considerations into their strategies 
(Stelter, 2013). 
Television managers and executives on the other hand, need to adapt to a new 
multi-media environment, expand their companies’ operations to cover more than one 
distribution platforms and retain a balanced profitable business in order to remain 
relevant and competitive among other networks. Operating an authenticated offering, 
VOD, company websites and affiliate partnerships has turned into an industry must-
have for TV networks (Kristin Lindsey-Cook, VP Multiplatform, Fuse). How those 
segments within one company interact to achieve one common goal and how linear 
television programming is affected by multiplatform considerations is the subject of this 
study. By taking the individual case of Fuse, a national music channel part of The 
Madison Square Garden Company, the study will try to draw common themes and 
conclusion that could be generalized to indicate the main issues faced by the entire 
industry today.  
Statement of the problem and background need 
Fostered by technological developments, digitalization is the force that 
accommodated all changes occurring in the television industry at present (Pavlik, 2008). 
The internet and cable and satellite operators or MSOs (multi-system operators) have 
provided the framework for a fundamental change in the way media is consumed and 
managed. The availability of media content, which is easily accessible from multiple 
devices, has irrevocably shifted a large amount of the power into the viewer’s hands 
(Jenkins, 2006). Consumers of TV programs can now migrate between media outlets, 
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substitute, merge and shape the information to fit their needs and everyday lives. This 
has undoubtedly put a strain on television producers, programmers and managers, who 
have to make considerations regarding the way content is structured, scheduled, and 
promoted, and what digital extensions it requires according to these new consumer 
practices (Gillan, 2011). A television program is no longer only that. It often has a 
website and a mobile app, facebook page and sometimes even a console game (like The 
Walking Dead: The Game), in addition to many other digital extensions (Miller, 2012). 
All of this points to a new way of conceptualizing content for TV, by taking it out of the 
television vacuum and placing it in a multi-platform environment and attaching to it a 
variety of purposes, targeting it at a multitude of consumers (Parker, 2007).  
For managers the issue of digitalization, which is at the base of the topic, 
operates on two levels - technological and social. On one hand, the occurring shift takes 
a physical shape in the form of changing production equipment, viewing devices and 
distribution practices in order to accommodate the larger volumes, higher picture 
quality and other technological specifics. On the other hand, digitalization’s impact 
hides in the changing consumer behaviors. Viewers ‘demand’ producers and 
programmers to comply with their changing habits by actively interacting with the 
produced content. The interactivity provided by new media allows for an instant 
feedback and the opportunities created by multiple platforms, give viewers the ability to 
consolidate content and create a personalized experience (Jenkins, 2006).  
 Apart from having to re-think the way content is produced, packaged and 
presented to viewers, however, television managers are concerned with one more 
fundamental consequence of digitalization and convergence. As a business, operating a 
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television network requires growth and profitability, both of which have been directly 
affected by the changing environment. From a technological perspective, the change has 
necessitated large investments while in the meantime creating opportunities for 
operational savings (Doyle, 2010). Depending on the profile of the company, the 
specific production format of the network and the management style, the two could 
balance each other out, while providing executives with the opportunity to operate a 
competitive and profitable multi-platform business. Since television content is now 
mostly created from its inception with the idea that it would need to encompass more 
than one platform, the process often provides economies of scope, but considerations 
about the capital that goes into maintenance, licensing, partner obligations, 
restructuring, innovation, etc. are now a new paragraph in a television manager’s job 
description (Doyle, 2010). The infrastructure necessary to operate a multi-platform 
business, its organizational, operational and financial implications paint a new 
television environment, to which television executives try to adapt through employing 
different business practices. Expectations for increasing cord-cutting or viewers who 
decide to sacrifice their cable subscriptions in favor of alternative digital platforms, 
rising subscription fees, higher quality television productions, better service quality, 
greater diversity of channels and programs are all factors that should play a part in the 
business decisions of American TV executives (Kacczanowska, 2013). Industry 
research, projecting lowering costs due to technological developments and increase in 
advertising spending, gives hope for the growth of the industry but also means that 
leaders need to put certain mechanisms in place that would allow them to make use of 
these advantages under the evolving circumstances. 
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Last but not least, linear programming, which is at the center of a television 
network, is slowly being pushed to the sidelines under the influence of digitalization 
and changing viewer habits. Time-shifting devices such as DVRs, VOD systems and 
other digital platforms providing television content allow viewers to defragment a 
television schedule, pick and choose programs and then re-order them in their own way, 
according to their own free time and preferences. Linear television, however, relies on 
ratings, which reflect the number of people watching the content as it airs. Ratings are 
used to account for a program’s success and negotiate ad rates or CPMs (cost per mille 
or thousand), which is the cost to reach one thousand people or households through 
media for advertising purposes. Disruptive practices like recording shows and watching 
them at a later time or watching them through VOD menus therefore have a massive 
impact on the business. While ratings now account for DVR viewing up to 7 days after 
the original airing, however, these platforms also allow viewers to skip through 
commercials, which is even more detrimental especially because a large portion on the 
TV revenue model comes from advertising (Eastman & Ferguson, 2008).  
With young viewers being more and more engaged in online viewing, traditional 
programming strategies are under extreme pressure and a scheduler’s job to retain 
viewers’ interest for watching programs as they air is becoming that much more 
difficult (The Nielsen Company, 2013). Live events, whose value is spoiled through 
delayed viewing, high budget scripted shows that create cults and spark social 
interaction (like Game of Thrones) or shows that require instant viewer involvement 
(like American Idol) are some of the ways producers and programmers fight back the 
advancing conquest of digital platforms. Such techniques are largely a game for the 
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bigger networks with extensive budgets, but the strategies and business practices used 
by smaller content providers on the market is largely the subject of this study.  
And since television networks are now media organizations that operate more 
than one platform with multiple revenue streams, the structural and operational 
implications of leading a multi-platform business create challenges for television 
executives when it comes to coordinating linear programming goals with leading a 
profitable digital business. 
Purpose of the study 
The purpose of this study was to delve deep into the programming and multi-
platform practices of Fuse Networks through interviewing top executives in the 
company, and use the results as an example of a national cable channel in order to try to 
draw generalizations that encompass the television industry in relation to the impacts of 
digital platform distribution on linear programming. The technological developments 
that have marked the industry require constant change and adaptation from television 
managers. Since the transformation is taking place at the present moment and strategies 
are in constant fluctuation, such study can shed more light on the process of finding a 
successful model to operate a multi-media business. The list of existing cable channels 
in America is extensive and many have different purposes, profiles and target 
audiences. Insights from the specific business strategies of one network, however, based 
on industry standards and existing consumer habits, can hopefully serve as a blueprint 
of the current situation for similar organizations.  
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For the purposes of this study, the researcher conducted in-depth interviews with 
three top level management representatives responsible for the operations that concern 
the main topic. The cumulative information from the respective heads of the 
Programming and Operations and Multiplatform Operations, and a manager from the 
Programming and Acquisitions departments aims to draw parallels and discrepancies 
and depict a truthful picture of the business idiosyncrasies of a television cable network 
in the twenty-first century. The collected data was analyzed and discussed within the 
study in order to create a comprehensive understanding of the individual case of Fuse 
Networks, while making a case for its importance on a larger scale, as an industry 
example. 
By providing an inside look into Fuse’s structure, business practices, mistakes 
and successes when it comes to operating a linear network in conjunction with its digital 
extensions, the study hopes to bring a detailed understanding of a multi-media 
company, constantly struggling to stay competitive and adjusting its production, 
programming and marketing strategies to generate the highest possible profits. Since 
growth and profitability are arguably the goals of every commercial network, the study 
can provide some valuable insight.  
Research questions 
Achieving the goal of the study to investigate the influences and practical effects 
of digitalization and operating a multi-platform business on linear television 
programming is aided by the main research questions that will be addressed through 
research in following chapters. These: 
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1. What are the industry factors that have necessitated the expansion of TV 
networks into multi-media organizations? 
2. What is the operational and structural framework of Fuse Networks and what are 
the main segments and strategies of a multi-media business? 
3. How is linear programming influenced by the business and financial 
implications of operating a multiplatform organization? 
Significance to the field 
The interviews conducted as part of this research have discovered several 
peculiarities which shed light on some interdepartmental dynamics but also give insight 
into the operations of a relatively large company with a complex structure. Since the 
participants were representative of different departments their contribution to the 
discussed issues, especially when giving responses to the same questions, revealed 
some discrepancies in their understanding of the main company goals and some tension. 
The latter is understandable for departments that have individual goals of maximizing 
performance even when their means and resources do not align, but is not easily visible 
from an outsider perspective. The differences and similarities in the ways the 
Multiplatform and the Programming departments view the main purpose of Fuse as a 
company and how it could reach its objectives, how priorities need to be assigned on a 
leadership level and how the hierarchy of the departments needs to structured, all give a 
real-life example of work dynamics. The one-on-one in-depth conversations and the 
extensive information, which was candidly shared, enriched the study additionally. 
With their help the study transcends simple theoretical discussions and provides a 
practical behind-the-scenes look into the television industry. 
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Definitions 
 Some of the following terms will be used throughout the study and this section 
provides a brief description of each: 
VOD – The abbreviation stands for video on demand, which is an interactive system 
accessed through cable and satellite set-top boxes for a subscription or a per-use fee. It 
allows viewers to select TV shows through a menu and watch them at their own time, 
often a short time after the original airing (Eastman & Ferguson, 2008).  
PPV – Or pay-per-view is similar to VOD but usually for live sporting events. It allows 
a one-time viewing for a certain charge according to a schedule.  
DVR – Digital Video Recorders use a hard drive to record television shows after being 
programmed by the user. Viewers use them if they cannot watch a show at the time of 
its airing and want to store it for a later viewing (Eastman & Ferguson, 2008).  
Ratings – Ratings are estimates of the percentage of the total number of people or 
households in a population or a certain demographic group that are watching a program 
at a certain time. They are usually based on a representative sample of the total 
population. Nielsen is the industry accepted standard measurement company (Eastman 
& Ferguson, 2008).  
CPM – Cost per mille or cost per thousand is the cost of exposing a commercial to 
1000 viewers. Media planners use this metric to calculate the price of an advertising 
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spot according to the ratings of a show and the price of a 30-second ad. CPM = cost/ 
(target audience)/1,000)1 
Lead-in and Lead-out – Both are terms for strong shows on a network that serve to 
support the surrounding programs. Lead-in shows are scheduled between weaker or new 
shows to provide a large audience base which would hopefully transfer to the next 
program, giving it a chance to flourish (Eastman & Ferguson, 2008). 
Hammocking – This is a programming strategy that inserts a new show between two 
established popular programs in the hopes that viewers watching the first shows will 
stay on to watch the new program and create an audience flow into the third (Eastman 
& Ferguson, 2008) 
Tentpole – When there are not enough strong shows on an evening or a network, 
programmers rely on tentpoling, which selects and schedules a central program hoping 
that its popularity will aid the shows before and after it. It is also used as a promotion 
platform for shows on other nights because its high ratings secure a larger audience that 
could be exposed to promo clips of other shows on the network (Eastman & Ferguson, 
2008).   
Limitations 
Like any study, this one is also marked by some flaws. The main limitation 
concerns the sample used and the extent to which the extracted main themes and drawn 
conclusions are applicable to other organizations in the industry. Fuse Networks in its 
                                                          
1 http://www.marketing-metrics-made-simple.com/cost-per-thousand.html 
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essence of a music channel is a specific and narrow example because of its profile and 
nature of content. The network’s program library which largely consists of music videos 
bears very particular characteristics and is subject to specific regulations especially 
concerning copyright law, which are inherently different from other cable networks that 
do not rely on licensing music videos. With its expanding investment in original and 
syndicated programming, however, Fuse is starting to resemble other networks on the 
market.  
Another necessary consideration that needs to be pointed out for a study that 
examines the individual case of one company in an attempt to draw general conclusions 
that are relevant for the larger industry situation, is that every organization is different 
from the next and certain characteristics and mechanisms cannot be taken as a literal 
illustration of industry operations. Furthermore, leadership and decision-making styles 
are essential to the progression of events that mark the development of a company and 
its position on the market. Thus any discussed outcome needs to be perceived with a 
consideration of the specific actions that lead to it and generalizations should be made 
with care.  
Ethical Considerations 
 The nature of the study prompted very few ethical considerations. The 
interviewees’ participation was completely voluntary and coordinated with their 
preferences for time and location. They were informed of the purpose of the research 
prior to the interviews and gave consent to have the conversations tape-recorded and 
used for the purposes of this study. Any additional materials like television grids, 
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business practices, and structural information were consensually shared with the 
knowledge that they will be part of the study. Exact ratings data was not provided and 
included due to proprietary reasons.    
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 
The television industry as a whole can be broken down into a fairly simple 
model. There are a few components in the industry that are all related and need one 
another in order to function optimally. Production, scheduling, regulation, distribution 
and consumption are all macro level components of this industry but the ways they 
constantly evolve keep the model fluid and require continual adaptation from a 
management perspective (Kaczanowska, 2013). The interaction between these macro-
level components is in constant ebb and flow fostered by social and technological 
changes, and thus industry players are forced to develop new ways to respond and 
interact with their environment in order to survive or overcome competition. During the 
first decade of the twenty-first century linear television programming in particular is 
being continually challenged by the emerging of new technologies, the change of 
audience habits in how they consume content and the evolution of new business models 
to attract viewers and monetize their consumption. 
Some of the most pressing issues posed at the television industry that directly 
influence linear programming are convergence and the changing habits of consuming 
media, which includes non-linear media platforms such as internet, DVR, VOD, PPV; 
shorter viewer attention spans and fragmented audiences; advertising spread across 
multiple platforms; copyright infringement, etc (Kaczanowska, 2013). Most will be 
touched upon in some length throughout this work since they all bear importance to the 
main subject. The focal point, however, brings together all of these components to shed 
light on how digital platforms such as company websites, and services like Hulu and 
YouTube channels impact linear programming decisions by delving into the clockwork 
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of Fuse TV. It will follow the decision making process from a management perspective 
behind creating and developing a digital video platform, it will defragment the 
organizational structure that facilitates a multi-platform content delivery and examine 
its impact on linear television from a programming perspective. 
Convergence and digitalization 
Based on all industry indicators it is obvious that the phenomena ultimately 
transforming the television environment and challenging programmers everywhere is 
convergence (Kaczanowska, 2013). The main driving force of convergence is related to 
another component of the television industry: digitalization and shifts in technology, 
which facilitates the merging and dissemination of content through multiple platforms, 
fundamentally changing the way media is consumed (Jenkins, 2006). It is a process in 
which the audience is strongly involved - the viewers are removing themselves from the 
couch-potato role of the early television audience, to the major producers and shapers of 
content. And programmers are taking notice, while still trying to come up with viable 
solutions to support their main role. The question of ‘TV Everywhere’ and its slower 
than expected adoption is also a result of the difficulties media managers experience 
when trying to monetize content, while reacting to the audience’s demand for a more 
holistic multi-platform experience. Already four years after Time Warner Inc. and 
Comcast Cable started an initiative to make television programming available online, 
the process has been slowed down by disputes over who will control the content 
disseminated to viewers in the future, which has led to sluggish deals and has stalled the 
development of TV Everywhere (Schechner and Ramachandran, 2012). 
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In the face of all these issues, television still remains a strong media force in the 
lives of audiences. The biggest changes may still be yet to come, especially as far as 
linear programming is concerned, while the media platforms we know today converge, 
fragment, shrink, and grow.   
When speaking of digitalization’s influence on linear programming, arguably 
one of the most important terms, that stands at the head of today’s media industry is 
convergence.  In his book Jenkins (2006) explains the term convergence as the multi-
platform flow of media content and the ever changing habits of audiences which 
constantly migrate from one media form to another in the search of the information and 
entertainment they need, offered in the most convenient way for them. This phenomena 
involves both a change in which media is produced and the way it is consumed and is 
continually having a significant influence in shaping today’s media landscape, 
impacting business models and labor formulation. In its essence convergence is 
specifically marked by the graduate shift of power from broadcaster to consumer, and 
the new ways in which media and viewers interact with each other, erasing the notion of 
television as a one-way medium. According to Jenkins (2006) media has at least two 
dimensions: being a technology that enables communication, and a set of cultural 
practices, meaning convergence does not comprise of mere technological change.  
The technological aspect, however, whether a product of demand or leading the 
change, is what is having the greatest impact on the television business, both in physical 
and strategic terms. Therefore rapidly developing technological advances are part of the 
main framework within the emerging of convergence. The different appliances through 
which we use media are now more and more diversified and allow for a more complex 
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ways to consume and interact with media content. As noted by Pavlik (2008), one of the 
dimensions involved in the transformation of media in the digital age is the required 
devices to access or display digital content. They are going through constant changes in 
design, weight, portability, functionality, price and power, which consequently also 
influences the way media is consumed due to the convenience of use everywhere and at 
any time. (Pavlik, 2008).  
This understandably has had a major impact on business models and media 
organizations have in many ways also taken advantage of convergence in their 
production and distribution practices. Parker (2007) categorizes the migration of 
broadcasters to a multi-platform operation and their adaptation to new ways of creating 
content and delivering it to the audiences with the term ’360-degree commissioning’. 
This term broadly means that from its conception content no longer has one single 
purpose or meant for a single platform. It involves the ways in which producers invent 
programs with the idea that they can reach audiences through multiple distribution 
outlets and be reshaped in multiple ways to generate consumer interests, profits and cost 
savings. Of those production and distribution avenues, linear television is no longer the 
only but often still the most important one, depending on the business model (Parker 
2007). Others have also explored the topic, like Gillian Doyle (2010) who examines 
whether the economies of scale offered by 360-degree commissioning generate enough 
value and benefits to offset any additional costs that the transformation to a multi-
platform business model might necessitate.  
However as already mentioned, although convergence is fostered by 
technological change, it does not occur through media appliances. Convergence is 
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found in the ways media content is being circulated across multiple platforms, 
competing media economies and across national borders, representing a cultural shift as 
consumers are now increasingly searching for information in ways that interconnect 
various platforms. They are no longer passive recipients of packaged data but actively 
seek and construct their media experiences (Jenkins, 2006). This change has put a 
massive strain on programmers and media executives to adapt to a developing 
landscape and formulate new venues for monetizing content. 
Value Chains 
With the emergence of new technologies, the creation of new business models 
and the formation of new consumer habits, the value chains of the television business 
are being transformed (Kung, 2008). Many changes have taken place in the value chains 
of the various sectors of the mass media industry, which according to Kung (2008) can 
be collectively called Deconstruction. Unbundling is made possible through new 
technologies concerning mainly the means for distribution and receipt of content and 
has added new stages in the value chain of media structures.  
Television is one of the first sectors that had to undergo fundamental 
restructuring because of technological industry developments, and it is now increasingly 
difficult to consider linear broadcasting in isolation from other modes of media 
distribution like online and video (Doyle 2010). Therefore its value chains can be 
separated into two categories - traditional and emerging. Kung (2008) states that in the 
past, when there was a strong regulatory framework, overwhelming dominance by a few 
national players and a relatively stable technological base, the traditional value chain 
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consisted of three main stages: content creation (acquiring and producing), scheduling, 
and distribution (transmitting programs). This time was marked by strong vertical 
integration and broadcast control over each stage.  
In contrast, market liberalization and technological developments headed by 
digitalization, forced several changes (Kung, 2008). The increasing number of channels 
offset by digitalization fostered an increased demand of content and fragmentation of 
consumer tastes and expectations. Subscription-financed services and structures were 
introduced and created new ways for consumers to access and use content, which 
changed viewers' selection habits. In this case, changes have introduced new stages into 
the value chain of the television industry, which now consists of content creation/ 
acquisition; packaging/ aggregating; scheduling; distribution platform; conduit; and user 
interface (Kung, 2008).  
An entirely new stage in the emerging value chain of the television sector is 
packaging/ aggregating content and structuring it into coherent channels to create 
strong brand identity (Kung, 2008). Whether combining content that everyone 
previously ignored, or bundling programming from independent suppliers into a 
channel to suit particular audiences without producing original content, this is an 
entirely new practice in the television value chains which adds a separate stage. A 
recent Avid-sponsored survey by Ovum (2012) emphasizes the value of media assets 
that in today’s landscape can be more easily archived and re-purposed in various and 
more creative ways. This allows for new opportunities to monetize such re-usable 
content and creates a longer shelf life for media products, directly impacting 
companies’ bottom line and sometimes even altering their business models (Avid & 
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Ovum, 2012). ‘Programmes won’t be shown once and then forgotten. They’ll be there 
forever to be linked, clipped, rediscovered, built into bigger ideas.’(Thompson in 
Sinclair 2006). Thus the notion of 360-degree commissioning for many broadcasters 
extends the time period in which content can be consumed, and is able to generate value 
and earn return (Doyle, 2010).  This long-tail distribution model is undoubtedly a great 
advantage for content producers as it allows two things: to cater to more segmented 
audiences with more niche interests with a greater volume of content over an infinite 
time; and to receive continuous revenue with little distribution costs (Christensen, Skok 
& Allworth; Elms 2007). 
Although some of the stages in both traditional and emerging value chains are 
the same, their execution is remarkably different. Distribution is part of both value 
chains, but digitalization has multiplied transmission options, widely expanded channel 
selection and created new services (Kung, 2008). Another new stage that separates 
traditional from emerging value chains is the user interface, which is once again marked 
by digitalization and introduction of technologies which allow viewers to access TV 
content in a more interactive way. Electronic program guides, VOD and PPV 
effectively shift part of the power from broadcasters to consumers and is bound to insert 
changes in the scheduling stage in the television sector value chain (Kung 2008). All of 
these changes have forced media executives to reinvent the business by creating new 
practices, discovering new synergies and making structural reorganizations, often times 
requiring great investments. 
In the past few years the number of cable channels has increased dramatically as 
has the number of alternative media products and services. While there has been a 
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debate regarding the beneficial or disruptive influences of digital platforms to linear 
programming, a recent study from Avid and Ovum (2012)  sheds a more optimistic light 
to the fear that multiple platforms defragment audiences and have an eroding effect on 
television viewing. A poll among a selection of influential international broadcasters 
and media executives drew eight key insights into the advantages of emerging new 
distribution channels. One of the most important discoveries for programmers is that 
social and mobile platforms not only create new business opportunities, but in fact drive 
audiences to watch more television content (Loechner, 2012). The broad mission of this 
survey is to promote the exploitation of the opportunities that the digital shift has 
created for media executives. It acknowledges the challenges but claims that by 
employing a trans-media approach to production, management and distribution, media 
professionals can reap the benefits of growing audiences by creating the fully-integrated 
experience they demand. The central argument is bringing hope back to television 
programmers, provided they know how to utilize the advantages of multi-platform 
delivery. This is to say that the positive correlation between online, social and mobile 
platforms, and rising linear TV viewership does not come naturally but rather needs 
nurturing and strategizing (Avid and Ovum, 2012). As Matthew Postgate at the BBC 
explained in Doyle (2010): 
‘…where convergence has been successful it is around 
companies who have been able to use different platforms to their 
strengths to create something that is greater than the sum of its 
parts. And where you have failure it is that people have put 
different platforms together and tried to layer a single-service 
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proposition over them, when it was only ever optimal for one of 
them. So convergence is a concept that is in some ways defined 
by divergence.’  
In contrast the British example shows it is more likely that delivering content in 
a multi-platform environment doesn’t necessarily attract new viewers. The advantages 
of these new models according to Doyle (2010) reach as far as limiting the shedding 
viewership of broadcasters by keeping the existing eyeballs engaged and connected 
through additional offerings.  
Business models 
Coordinating content across the multiple available platforms, the duration, 
timing and creative resources used for producing and distributing the various elements 
of the holistic viewing experience remind of the already known process of ‘windowing’ 
(Doyle, 2010). It involves TV managers and producers taking into consideration all 
factors that might influence the success of their channel or specific program in a very 
similar but more complex web of outlets, precisely because the released content is not 
always identical.  
Although widely similar in their digital adoption, business models across 
television channels differ somewhat depending on the channels’ target audience and 
role on the market. For example broadcasters aiming at younger audiences employ more 
aggressive and creative multi-platform strategies, and so do commercial television 
companies as opposed to their public counterparts (Doyle, 2010). In either case, 
whether it is to fend for declining audiences and adapt to changing habits, or to build a 
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brand image and discover new revenue streams, there is little doubt that the motives for 
the digital shift lie in long-term profit maximization (Doyle, 2010). Opinions about 
which is the leading factor when considering development ideas, however, vary across 
the industry. Philip O’Ferrall, current senior vice president of Viacom International 
Media Networks, considers online and mobile platforms to be the basis and starting 
point of any of the MTV’s shows. He has turned around the classic model and instead 
counts on building an audience through alternative media outlets and then transferring 
them to linear television, while counting on their continuous interaction with content 
over the multiple platforms (Doyle 2010). In contrast Alan Clements, Director of 
Content at STV Group plc puts television in the foreground, making any additional 
content put out through digital avenues peripheral (Doyle 2010).  
Avid and Ovum’s (2012) study goes on to explore the possible financial and 
structural consequences of content segmentation across platforms and cites that 85% of 
the surveyed media executives recognized that multi-platform distribution is critical to 
capturing new growth opportunities. Many believe that a transformation in the 
production and distribution environment will lead to new asset-based workflows, enable 
new business models and result in OPEX savings. Even though there are extra costs 
associated with a multi-platform delivery, costs previously unknown in traditional 
content distribution, this notion is supported by many researchers and Doyle (2010) 
shares the opinion that a converged approach to various processes of media production 
can generate savings that help offset those new expenses, giving an example with 
newsroom practices. Doyle, however, also recognizes that not all production formats 
would be able to take advantage of such cost savings, as news would. According to 
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Doyle (2010), for many other content types, the cost of construction of additional 
material suitable for use across multiple outlets would exceed the generated savings 
despite any economies of scope created through the process (Doyle, 2010). Adding to 
the argument is the fact that disseminating content through multiple platforms incurs 
costs that go far beyond production. Maintenance, licensing, partner obligations, 
subscriptions, labor, organizational restricting and other add to the luxury of operating a 
competitive media business in the digital age. But while that looks like a sound 
argument it does not take into account the additional revenue streams provided by 
multi-platform opportunities. 
The recent survey by Avid & Ovum (2012) touches on an important influence of 
digitalization on media management by pointing out the possibilities, created by cloud-
enabled connectivity. According to the study over 75% of the surveyed broadcasters 
and media executives are exploring future cloud opportunities and many are already 
taking advantage of them, which results in massive savings, linking of workers, and 
producing content that was previously practically impossible or vastly expensive. 
Production crews can now work together from remote and dispersed locations to create 
one single product, and infrastructure costs are significantly reduced by eliminating the 
need for certain components, like remote vans for example (Avid & Ovum, 2012). 
Furthermore, while the fragmentation of advertising dollars is considered a challenge, 
the Avid & Ovum (2012) study discovers a strong belief that increased advertising 
revenue will continue to be a strong drive for growth.   
A brief look at the television industry and some projections for its future 
development provide a better understanding of the issues experienced by programmers 
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attempting to operate in a multiplatform environment while lacking accurate 
measurement and established business models. The market research services IBIS 
World, for example, informs that emerging competition from media platforms like 
online streaming is detrimental to the cable networks industry, which is expected to 
decline 1.6% in 2013 as a result of substitution (Kaczanowska, 2013). Such decreases, 
however, are also expected to be balanced out by higher subscriptions due to increase in 
high quality productions, better service quality, more channels and programs, and 
greater attachment of viewers to the created content. All those factors contribute to a 
projection for a 2.9% industry growth between 2013 and 1018.  IBIS also mentions that 
technological developments have been crucial in lowering industry costs, which 
combined with expected annualized increase in advertising expenditure contribute to 
revenue growth among companies in the cable networks industry in the US 
(Kaczanowska, 2013).  
‘The Cable Networks’ and the ‘Television Production’ industry reports both 
emphasize the role of content and point out that not only more programs than ever are 
being produced, but that consumers are watching more than ever and building a greater 
connection with programs than ever. For the production industry, technological 
developments and the multiplication of media outlets have dramatically increased 
competition, but more importantly created more opportunities, which will result in a 
projected revenue growth at an average annual rate of 4.9% in the five years to 2018 
(Kaczanowska, 2013). IBIS also draws attention to the influence of online streaming on 
viewer habits, which now move from paid on-demand TV shows to free ad-supported 
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content, as a strong area for concern for commercial networks that depend on their dual 
revenue stream ‘subscription and advertising’ model. 
Content 
There are several approaches to creating content for multi-platform distribution, 
which do not necessarily exclude their co-existence. One involves the re-use of the 
same content over multiple distribution channels, for example a TV show published 
online, usually on a company’s website or a collaborative website such as Hulu. 
Another revolves around the modification of existing content by adding new 
information, expanding the viewer experience and giving the sense of a more in-depth 
and privileged connection to the production. Similarly, creating new and original 
content as ancillary to linear television programs could alleviate the value of a 
network’s offerings by adding extra filling and an additional appeal for audiences 
(Doyle 2010). This strategy is especially beneficial considering the fact that linear 
programming is limited by time and content is often stripped to its minimum in order to 
fit the time restrictions. Online and mobile platforms in this sense extend the time 
constrictions of a show or network. What is the real value of added content for the 
viewer, however, can be a subject of further research. As for advertisers, the main goal 
is to attract more viewers and expose their message to as many “eyeballs” as possible. 
Power to the viewer 
All of this suggests the rising power of one player in this media game that until 
now was more of a simple consumer. In 2006 Mark Thompson (in Sinclair, 2006), now 
president and CEO of The New York Times, talked about his role as a Director General 
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of the BBC and admitted that audiences have turned into participants and partners for 
producers. The main theme of his speech is Martini media – a term created by his team 
to formulate the new multi-platform environment in which media is available 
everywhere and at any time, and content that moves freely between devices and 
platforms. With digitalization putting a large portion of the power back in the viewer’s 
hands, consumers now enjoy building their customized experience with media through 
putting a number of different content streams together. In order to facilitate this very 
personal final experience, content creators need to understand how to produce parts that 
supplement each other. “The key is not for one platform to deliver the same content as 
another, but for each to have a particular version of that content that maintains a look, 
feel, brand presence, and interactive integrity.” (Avid and Ovum, 2012, p.3-4). In 
addition, it is also not enough to simply produce more content for the different existing 
and developing platforms. Instead the success lies in finding a formula to integrate 
complementing content into a cohesive flow across all platforms that would allow 
viewers to individually create their own personal experience. 
The clear advantage that comes with this two-way media flow is that it provides 
an opportunity for a better communication with and understanding of the consumer 
needs (Doyle 2010). Initially live reality formats such as Dancing with the Stars 
(original format by BBC Worldwide - Strictly Come Dancing) and American Idol 
(original format – Pop Idol by Freemantle Media) clearly demonstrated the way 
audiences interact with multiple platforms and merge them into one whole product 
through voting and other user interaction. Now more and more TV shows make use of 
the new opportunities offered by digitalization and convergence, engaging viewers in 
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online discussions, tweets and voting, while consolidating all on the TV screen in real 
time (Doyle 2010). Thus this ‘lean forward’ rather than ‘lean backward’ character of 
new media experiences, which forces viewers to interact with TV shows through voting, 
tweeting or watching on multiple platforms, delivers a more engaged audience, an 
audience that makes conscious decisions and actively constructs an intense relationship 
with the provided content. Producers can therefore provoke a more multilayered 
personal interaction in terms of formatting, storylines and character development 
Moreover, all of the available digital avenues to connect with content provide a more 
in-depth feedback to producers and programmers that traditional ratings data cannot.  
Ratings 
The traditional linear television measurement model has both its supporters and 
foes. Ratings have provided broadcasters with information about audience numbers and 
demographics for many years initially only through diaries and simple passive meters, 
then shifting to people meters in the late 1980s and subsequently introducing constant 
developments in the technology and sampling (Eastman & Ferguson 2008). Nielsen’s 
methods and reach have been criticized for the truthfulness of its data by many, 
especially in the current multi-media environment. New York Times media reporter 
Brian Stelter, NBC President of Research, and Media Development Alan Wurtzel (in 
Herman, 2011), are among some that believe Nielsen is a monopolistic company with 
billions of dollars invested to preserve their business model. Even since the late 90s 
marketers, programmers and ad agencies have been dissatisfied with Nielsen ratings, 
and a few companies like TiVo, TRA, Rentrak, SRI etc., have developed competitive 
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methodologies since (Advertising age, 1999; Herman, 2011). None, however, has 
managed to challenge Nielsen’s position as an industry standard and take its place. 
 In 2005 Nielsen, which is the universally accepted measurement service in the 
industry, formally acknowledged the spreading importance of time shifting technologies 
and started providing data for program-viewing for up to seven days after the original 
time of showing to account for audiences using digital recorders like DVRs. (Eastman 
& Ferguson, 2008). After claiming to be constantly refining its methods, most recently 
Nielsen announced yet another highly anticipated innovation when in April 2013 it 
launched a pilot program which measures the audience for TV content viewed online 
(Lafayette, 2013). Several networks including ABC, CBS, NBC, A+E Networks, 
Discovery Communications, Fox and Univision were revealed to take part in Nielsen 
Digital Program Ratings, which will provide overnight audience data including unique 
audience, stream counts and reach by age and gender. The plan is for the digital 
program ratings and the online campaign ratings to be combined and to bring the 
needed more holistic view of digital consumption to programmers and advertisers 
(Lafayette, 2013). The news came soon after Nielsen decided to expand its online 
campaign ratings to new territories including Australia, Canada, Germany and Italy. 
The new digital program ratings are supposed to use the same methodology as the 
online campaign ratings, which were developed in partnership with Facebook, Procter 
and Gamble and Verizon (Nielsen 2010). They measure the audience of online 
advertising, providing reach, frequency and gross rating point (GRP) metrics based only 
on age and gender, unlike traditional ratings which provide more complex demographic 
data (Nielsen 2013). Going further into the challenges of new media, in most recent 
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news Nielsen and Syncbak also completed a trial for measuring TV viewing on mobile 
devices and although not much information was published regarding the findings, 
Nielsen said it “successfully captured all viewing” in the studied markets (Lafayette, 
2013). Despite the optimistic note of this news, the issue remains that content providers 
and measurement companies don’t work together by sharing data (Farrell, 2013). 
Indeed Nielsen’s launch serves to fill part of a gap in the collection of data for media 
consumption but it does not account for the entire online and digital usage. It does for 
example link a tagged ad to a viewer’s Facebook page but does not include YouTube 
views of the same content. According to Turner Broadcasting System chief research 
officer Jack Wakshlag, this leads broadcasters to combine data on their own, creating 
improvised packages of separate metrics to serve their needs as programmers and 
producers and account for their business (Farrell, 2013). Frankenmetrics - the catchy 
phrase Jack Wakshlag borrowed from Fox executive Sherry Brennan to explain the 
inaccuracy of these methods, attempt to answer the three simple but crucial questions 
that concern media executives – how many, how often and how long are viewers 
watching a certain piece of media content. Overcoming the obstacles of obtaining a 
more comprehensive picture of media consumers’ behavior and being able to receive 
fast and reliable data, according to Wakshlag, is hiding in the decision to create a 
practice of mutual data sharing between companies.  
Rentrak too, as a big industry player (nine of the top 13 media agencies get 
ratings data from Rentrak), is attempting to improve its services but could be viewed to 
create confusion with its Exact Commercial Ratings product (Lafayette, 2013). By 
providing more in-depth information about specific spots Rentrak’s product brings up 
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the question whether average program ratings should be the metric used to calculate or 
account for the cost of a spot or a more sophisticated calculation that accounts for the 
precise positioning of the ad should be used (Lafayette, 2013). The Exact Commercial 
Ratings service shows, for example, that in some instances the first commercial in a pod 
draws a greater audience than subsequent ads, meaning negotiations with media 
agencies and network sales departments could be greatly complicated. Whether this 
should bear importance and included as an additional factor when pricing GRPs, is a 
question that might concern future research. 
Since there is no comprehensive measurement that combines all platforms yet, 
however, commercial broadcasters continue to mix and match data to obtain a better 
idea of multi-platform media consumption. Until a universal tool provides a reliable 
alternative, certain indicator for success of those emerging models and diversified 
business strategies remain in parts profit and return on investment (Doyle 2010) ‘The 
need for improved means of measuring and comparing the value of audience 
experiences from one digital platform to another remains a challenge for the media 
industry..’ (Doyle, 2010, p.14) 
Programming 
The central theme of this work is programming and whether and how its 
dynamics are being altered through emerging media platforms. Since television 
companies, influenced by technological developments, retransmission payments and 
other industry developments,  have long forgone their original business model to rely 
solely on advertising dollars, they are all now forced to make decisions and organize 
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content, taking into consideration all available revenue opportunities across multiple 
outlets. The process of ‘selecting, scheduling, promoting and evaluating programs’ for 
commercial TV all point back to how content can bring the greatest value to a channel 
(Eastman & Ferguson, 2001). With a substantial amount of revenue still coming from 
advertising, issues of how to battle free content providers and piracy, and how to 
monetize online content are central to the industry. Compatibility, habit formation, 
control of audience flow, conservation of program resources and breadth of appeal all 
continue to concern programmers of linear television content (Eastman & Ferguson, 
2001). Where this model is starting to change is how to cater to new viewer habits, 
considering that coordinating content over more than one outlet requires an 
organizational and strategic vision that would preserve the brand of the channel and 
maximize the reach and profit of a company.  
Elements of the traditional programming strategies are understandably strongly 
influenced by new technologies that alter the concept behind structuring a linear, 
appointment-based scheduling. Time-shifting technologies (DVRs and video websites) 
seemingly stultify arranging content according to dayparts, which were initially meant 
to accommodate viewers’ daily routines by providing appropriate programs to fit within 
the availability of existing audiences and their everyday activities (Eastman and 
Ferguson 2008). An example for such decision would be scheduling home improvement 
and life style shows or soap operas in the daytime for house wives who are at home and 
have free time or can watch television as a background, while performing their house 
duties. In fact according to a Nielsen study from March 2013, zero-TV homes are on the 
rise – they are up to 5,010,000 in 2013 from 2,010,000 in 2007 (The Nielsen Company, 
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2013). This indicates a detachment from the regular practices of linear television 
programming where one turns on their TV set to watch what is on at a particular point 
in time. The study shows that while some fraction of American households have 
sacrificed watching television content through the traditional platform, 75% of them 
still own TV sets but use them for other forms of entertainment. All of this is not to say 
that television content per se is being endangered but scheduling and the television 
business as we know it certainly would have to take notice. The number of zero-TV 
homes is still relatively insignificant and is largely comprised of young consumers 
which point to cost and lack of interest as the top reasons for their departure from the 
traditional form of entertainment (The Nielsen Company, 2013). There is still a lot to be 
researched about those reasons and whether the limited budgets of the young generation 
and their increasingly fewer hours of free time will lead to a greater churn of television 
subscriptions, but this work will not focus on that.  
Interestingly enough, however, Nielsen data from May 2013 contradicts the 
expectations suggested by the zero-TV trend. Contrary to estimates that the number of 
TV homes will shrink in 2013 (Lafayette, 2012), most recent accounts show that the 
universe of TV homes is in fact growing - up to 115.6 million, an increase of 1.6% from 
the previous year and a 1.2% increase from projected estimates (Nielsen, 2013). This 
surprise should not be confused for a groundbreaking return-to-TV trend, however. Part 
of the increase is attributable to a change in Nielsen’s definition of a TV home which 
now includes homes with a broadband connection and “at least one operable 
TV/monitor with the ability to deliver video” (James, 2013). What is more telling, 
however, is recent statistic showing that despite the fact that fewer people watched 
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traditional television in the first quarter of 2013 compared to the same period in 2012, 
existing viewers actually spent more time watching traditional TV (Lafayette, 2013). 
This goes back to the argument that available audiences build a stronger attachment to 
the content and possibly due to the extended number of high quality offerings, they 
dedicate more time to their TV sets, proving producer efforts and television program 
investments are not lost.  
Similarly, now challenged is the habit formation theory, since digital time-
shifting devices allow viewers to watch most shows of their own accord in their own 
time, instead of according to a programmers schedule. For popular cliff-hanger type 
programs or live shows that provoke social discussion, the appeal of watching them as 
they air is still strong and many continue to bring in big numbers (Gillan, 2011). In fact 
some argue that since television viewing is “an activity that begs for routines”, DVRs 
do not necessarily bound to eliminate the need to form viewing patterns like watching a 
show at a particular time or on a particular night (Eastman and Ferguson, 2008). It does, 
however, put in danger a fundamental element of the television business – the short 
promotional interstitials that keep it alive and that are now faced by the challenge to 
keep viewers engaged without taking advantage of the options provided by DVRs to 
fast forward through them (Gillan, 2011). Some do this through product placements 
within programs (hard to ignore or miss but creating other difficulties both for executive 
producers and international program distributors), through interactive games, 
sponsorships, limited commercials on websites that cannot be skipped, etc. The question 
that is more important for this particular piece of work is how smaller cable channels 
compete in this context, with shows that are with lower priority in a certain time slot, 
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and not necessarily downloadable or available for free via VOD or web platforms due to 
partner commitments. This and its impact on viewer sentiment and motivation to 
commit will be discussed in detail in relation to Fuse TV in further chapters.  
In the current television scenario in which viewers are overwhelmed by channel 
options and the loyalty to one or a couple networks might be fading, and in which 
shows like The Walking Dead on AMC draws in 12.4 million viewers for a final 
episode (number 1 for the broadcast season among all networks to date), the control of 
audience flow is incredibly important (Baysinger, 2013). Exploiting lead-in and lead-
outs, blocking similar programs in adjacent time slots, counterprogramming and other 
scheduling practices are crucial for the success of new shows, special events and the 
channel brand overall (Eastman & Ferguson, 2008).  
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY 
 This study uses qualitative methods to examine the structure, operations, 
synergies and business strategies of one particular multi-media company to try to 
discover how linear television programming is affected by digitalization and the 
considerations involved in the decision-making process of operating a multi-platform 
business. Interviews, observations and subsidiary tools like charts were used to gain a 
better understanding of Fuse Networks interworking in today’s media environment that 
is being transformed by technological advancements and that is creating new practices 
to stay competitive on the market and operate a profitable business. The main goal was 
to collect and analyze expert opinions from several different departments within the 
company, all active participants in the discussed subject, in order to be able to build a 
cohesive framework of the interactions of those divisions and draw insight into the 
existing environment of this one company in the hopes that can be generalized to the 
larger industry. The narrative data were collected through individual interviews, 
transcribed, coded, categorized into major themes and analyzed so to answer the 
research questions of the study. The entire transcribed interviews are available upon 
request from the author. 
Setting 
Fuse is part of the Madison Square Garden Company, which operates three 
divisions (Mergent Online, 2013). The MSG Media division, in which Fuse is included 
together with MSG Networks (MSG and MSG+), is engaged in production and content 
development for multiple distribution platforms. MSG Sports consists of owning and 
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operating sports franchises as well as presenting a range of sporting events. The New 
York Knicks, New York Rangers, New York Liberty and Hartford Wolfpack are all part 
of this division. Finally, MSG Entertainment revolves around a variety of venues 
including the iconic Madison Square Garden, Radio City Music Hall, The Beacon 
Theatre, The Chicago Theatre, etc. Together with several long-standing live shows like 
Radio City Christmas Spectacular, this segment presents or hosts live entertainment 
events including concerts, family shows, performing arts and other events 
(MadisonSquareGardenCompany.com, 2013).  
Unlike MSG Networks which are regional channels, Fuse is a national television 
network dedicated to music and includes in its schedule a range of programming from 
music video blocks and live music events, through interviews and news to specials, 
original series and movies. It is currently going through an initiative to increase its 
original programming content with the February 2013 launch of its flagship show which 
covers all news stories in the world of music - Fuse News, a studio talk show that 
discusses recent artist developments - United States of Hip Hop, which launched in 
May, and a scripted reality The Hustle, scheduled to premiere June 19th, which focuses 
on the hurdles of a young hip hop band, trying to make it in the music business. With an 
approximately 70 million household reach Fuse is often included in basic cable 
packages.  
The study took place in the headquarters of Fuse Networks in New York City. 
The office environment is the natural setting for the context of the research and so 
provides the optimal place for conducting interviews focusing on the work dynamics of 
the interviewees. Fuse Networks has approximately 500 employees and is broadly 
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divided in nine departments, all of which report directly to an executive from its parent 
company – Mike Bair, President MSG Media.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Fuse Networks Departmental Structure, Source: MSG Co Human Resources 
 
 
 
Each participant was interviewed in their respective private office or a meeting 
room on the main floor of the office. In either case the options were coordinated with 
the interviewee and their preferences were taken into account and complied with.  
Sample/ Participants 
In today’s media landscape formulating linear programming strategies 
invariably goes hand-in-hand with coordinating content, promotion, organizational 
resources, cost and revenue across more than one distribution platform. The basis of this 
study is a selection of three in-depth interviews with members of Fuse’s upper-level and 
executive management, who are currently or have been in the past directly involved in 
the development of a multi-platform structure and strategy, often changing focus and 
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direction under the influence of different leadership styles and goals. The sampling 
procedure used was purposive sampling (Creswell, 2003). The cross-section of 
interviews allows for a broader and diversified point of view. It also gives the 
opportunity for a juxtaposition of opinions and understandings of the three interviewees 
regarding the media environment, the purpose of the respective departments and the 
ultimate ideally common goal serving the interest of the channel.  
At the time of the interviews Bradley Schwartz was Senior Vice President of 
Programming and Operations at Fuse Networks and had previously served as General 
Manager of music and pop culture networks in Canada. Brad Schwartz was 
subsequently named President of Entertainment and Media for TVGN, shortly after 
CBS Corp. acquired half of the cable network (Andreeva, 2013). All of Brad Schwartz’s 
experience points to a deep understanding of youth, music and popular culture, which 
combined with his media executive positions in the past decade, make him a person 
with extensive insight into the shifts within the industry, fostered by digitalization and 
emergence of new media platforms and experiences. His contribution allows for a top-
down look at Fuse’s multi-platform goals, but within the context of Fuse’s parent MSG 
Company, it provides a comprehension of a more layered managerial structure, in which 
business strategies and results need to be evaluated and accounted for before higher 
levels of decision-making bodies. 
Fuse’s Manager of Program Scheduling and Acquisitions, Richard Galasso in 
contrast has much shorter work credits, but his interview allows for a more practical 
look at the operations and interdepartmental interactions in the company. At the time of 
the interview he had been with Fuse for nearly two years and has previously been part 
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of the Scheduling department at USA Networks. His insight allows us to see how brand 
strategies and departmental duties are communicated from top management, how clear 
the company goals are to mid-level management and how effectively those are 
coordinated among the various structural segments. Furthermore, Richard Galasso’s 
title and duties put him in the position that gives a direct look into the linear 
programming mechanisms of a national cable network. His priorities are 
overwhelmingly concerned with driving traffic to the linear network and thus put him in 
the center of the main topic.  
An extremely important role in closing the circle and providing a comprehensive 
outline of the digital world and Fuse’s role in it plays a long-time Fuse employee with 
more than 12 years at the time the interview took place. Kristin Lindsey-Cook, Vice 
President of Multiplatform Operations, has gone through most levels of the television 
hierarchy, giving her a broad view and a complex understanding of the operations of a 
TV network in a multi-platform environment. Her path from a producer to a Director 
and subsequently a Vice President of Multiplatform Operations, and her many years 
with Fuse gives the research depth and allows us to see the company from a more 
holistic standpoint. Her wide-ranging understanding of the various distribution 
platforms, revenue opportunities, structural shifts and operational limitations provide a 
critical account of the discussed issues.  
Measurement Instruments 
 This study employs a qualitative research method and more precisely in-depth 
interviews with open-ended questions, which allowed the researcher flexibility in 
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structuring the interviews according to the interviewees’ expertise and personal 
experiences and opinions (Creswell, 2003). This was especially important since all three 
participants were representative of different sections of the company and could provide 
differing sides to the same issues. Interviews were chosen as the most appropriate 
research method since the topic required the use of more complex tools to dig deeper 
into the interactions and operations of the various departments of Fuse Networks. The 
phenomenon of convergence that has affected today’s television industry has multiple 
implications on the clockwork of a media company that needed to be explored through 
detailed questions and responses. The nature of the qualitative methods allowed 
spontaneity and adaptation so that the research questions can be adjusted according to 
the gathered information, which was important in this case, where results were not 
hypothesized prior to the conducted interviews (Creswell, 2003). The order, depth and 
content of the questions across the three interviews were not identical, because they 
were coordinated with the information that the participant was privy to as opposed to 
the other interviewees. 
 The role of the researcher as part of the Production Management team for more 
than 6 months at the time of the interview had a direct impact on the nature of the 
conversation. The fact that the interviewees and the researcher were familiar with each 
other on a professional level and the setting provided by the research method facilitated 
a more informal environment, contributed to participants willingly responding in greater 
detail and elaborating on certain points when prompted by the researcher. Open-ended 
questions were the only appropriate method in this case because no fixed responses as 
part of questionnaire or any other research tool would have provided the needed insight 
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into the examined topic. The richness and explanatory nature of the in-depth interview 
as a research method was thus the only feasible tactic (Creswell, 2003). 
Data Collection and Procedures 
 The data for this research was collected in several stages. The initial in-depth 
interviews were scheduled according to participant availability. Conducting them at the 
interviewees’ work place and according to their preferences for time and location made 
the process as unobtrusive as possible. A number of the set of questions were identical 
for all three interviewees, which was designed to achieve a selection of responses 
illustrating the different points of view of the same issues from a departmental 
perspective. Other questions were completely different and intended to extract 
specialized information from the interviewee based on their area of expertise.  
Each individual interview was tape-recorded for accuracy and transcribed for 
ease of analysis. The duration of the conversations was between 30 and 50 minutes and 
depended on the availability of the interviewees and the detail in which they were 
willing to elaborate. All were very collaborative and took interest in the discussed 
subject. Supplemental data were provided after the interviews upon request like 
television grids, structure graphs and limited ratings data.  
 Some of the issues discussed during the interviews required personal 
investigation. For example the conversation with the VP of Multiplatform operations 
about Fuse’s company website needed to be substantiated with evidence by actually 
visiting it, and examining its structure and content in order to be able to illustrate the 
discussed shortcomings. Since the website was scheduled for a re-design, it was 
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revisited at a later stage so it would give a visual example of the changes. Screen shots 
of both stages were documented and included as exhibits.  
 The next phase was reaching out to one of the interviewees to request additional 
information to complete any gaps in the understanding of particular issues. This was 
performed within three weeks of the initial conversation. The linear television grid that 
was provided by the Manager of Scheduling and Acquisitions post-interview in 
particular brought up questions that needed clarification especially regarding its color 
coding and the strategies behind scheduling some of the top priority programs for Fuse. 
This stage was conducted in a written form over email, once again with the aid of open-
ended questions.  
Data Analysis 
After transcribing the interviews and drawing the main themes, the responses 
were organized so that they would answer the research questions of the study. Color 
coding and including them in tables assisted in achieving a better visual understanding 
of the issues. Any gaps in the data or any unanswered questions were noted down so 
that additional information can be collected through observation, website visiting and 
administering additional questions to some interviewees. All collected data was divided 
in sections corresponding to the research questions, combined, compared and 
juxtaposed. A narrative was then created explaining the findings on the basis of their 
combined value, pointing out any overlaps and contradictions.  
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS & DISCUSSION 
Results 
 The study set out to answer three main research questions and the analysis of the 
data was organized and categorized to correspond to each one by locating major themes. 
The three interviewees answered to a set of identical questions and then to some that are 
specific to their area of expertise so the emerging themes that addressed the research 
questions were pulled out from different interviews. This chapter will organize the 
findings and discuss them according to the major topics that concern the study.  
 The first research question focuses on the general media environment and the 
circumstances and developments of the industry that have led to a shift in the structure 
and business models of television networks. ‘What are the industry factors that have 
necessitated the expansion of TV networks into multi-media organizations?’ is mainly 
addressed in the Literature Review chapter by pointing out the phenomenon of 
convergence fostered by the process of digitalization. The interviews with all three 
participants address those issues directly as they are the basis of the research. How and 
why Fuse has turned into a company that is operating a multiplatform business is 
mirrored indirectly in most questions in the in-depth interviews and explains how 
having multiple digital extensions and revenue streams has turned into an industry 
standard due to technological developments and changes in consumer expectations. 
 The second research question delves deeper into the individual case of Fuse 
Networks by asking ‘What is the operational and structural framework of Fuse 
Networks and what are the main segments and strategies of a multi-media business?’. 
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Both Kristin Lindsey-Cook (VP of Multiplatform Operations) and Bradley Schwartz 
(SVP of Programming and Operations) provide a detailed account of the various 
segments that make up the clockwork of Fuse. They address all the considerations that 
go into managing the multiplatform business of Fuse and the way success is pursued 
and accounted for from an executive management perspective. 
 After painting the framework of TV networks as multi-media organizations in 
an ever-changing industry, the study ties the topic into its culmination by asking the 
question ‘How is linear programming influenced by the business and financial 
implications of operating a multiplatform organization?’ The interviews with Kristin 
Lindsey-Cook and Richard Galasso (Manager of Programming and Acquisitions), 
discover that departmental goals sometimes clash while on a larger company-wide scale 
managers try to balance multiple revenue streams and align business missions. The next 
sections within this chapter will address the major themes of the study and gradually 
answer each research question through the prism of Fuse Networks. From setting the 
grounds with a candid look into Fuse’s programming, through providing a detailed 
account of the various operations, expectations and opportunities of a Multiplatform 
department, to outlining all the business implications of a multi-media business, this 
chapter will aim to discover a behind-the-scenes look into a modern day cable network. 
Discussion 
FUSE TV Linear Programming 
 The programming schedule of a television network is a direct reflection of its 
broad mission and branding message and generally aims to build such a flow of 
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programs that would maximize the ratings at any given time of day. Selecting, 
scheduling, promoting and evaluating programs are at the cornerstone of this practice 
and it is the programmer’s job to choose the shows that would perform best at attracting 
the desired target audience and make sure that those are effectively marketed so that 
they reach their destination to their fullest potential (Eastman & Ferguson, 2008). Every 
channel depending on its profile and position on the market build its programming 
schedule in a way to reflect those characteristics in order to be recognizable by the 
audience for its vision and product. The nature of Fuse TV as a music channel and its 
brand statement “where music lives” both speak of its commitment to represent the 
culture of music and serve an audience that is exclusively concerned with the subject of 
music in its many forms. The tool that every programmer uses in their work is a 
television grid that is very similar to the grids that viewers see on network websites, 
their tablet apps and cable interface, but are usually color coded to distinguish between 
different programming assets and make formulating of programming strategies easier.  
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Figure 2. Fuse TV programming grid May 20-26, 2013, Source: Richard Galasso, Manager Scheduling & 
Acquisitions 
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 Fuse’s programming arsenal consists of several types of properties: music 
videos, original studio and reality productions (Top 20 Countdown, United States of Hip 
Hop, etc), original syndicated programs (Billy on The Street, Warped Roadies, Ex-Wives 
of Rock, etc.), movies (Wayne’s World, Class Act, etc.) and special events such as 
concerts, festivals, etc. (see figure 2.). They are marked in four different colors – 
Orange, Pink, Blue and Grey and each color corresponds to a different type of 
programming asset. Orange stands for premiere episodes or any episode that is new and 
not a repeat. Shows in pink are sneak peak and the dominating color blue indicates all 
shows that are posted, meaning they require back-end production work. This means 
they are either still in edit or need audio or graphic applications. Grey blocks signify un-
hosted and un-produced video flow, meaning music videos, sometimes in no particular 
order but in occasions organized by theme (Loaded: Kelly Clarkson) 
 The music industry has been going through major turmoil in the past decade 
under the influence of many of the processes that transform the television business 
(Rogers, 2013). The ways music is consumed and produced have been altered 
fundamentally and the industry has been marked by downcast, slumps in record sales, 
funding cuts, internet piracy and performer exploitation (Roth, 2012). All of this has 
been a result of digitalization which led to a change in the ways consumers interact with 
music. YouTube, iTunes and other digital services have been the catalyzers of this 
change and have created a huge hurdle for linear television which focuses exclusively 
on music. Moreover the abundance of artists and bands and the fragmentation of fans 
have created a marketplace that is oversaturated by small bands with loyal followers but 
few performers that can attract big crowds. This is especially important for linear 
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television because its goal is to gather large amounts of viewers in front of the TV 
screens at the same time. To fulfill this goal a network requires content that is some way 
would stimulate audiences to look for their offering, either through exclusivity, 
uniqueness or other form of appeal. Since music is available through many digital 
platforms which provide control over the flow of content, exclusivity, availability and 
distinctiveness are not factors that could attract the viewer. Original productions and 
live events are meant to compensate for this deficiency and branding aims to create an 
intimate connection with the viewer, while providing an in-depth look into the world 
and culture of music through news, interviews and shows.  
It is especially difficult to retain viewers for a longer period of time during a 
music block, since they have little tolerance for videos or artists they do not like, due to 
the multitude of alternatives from other cable channels or digital platforms that provide 
opportunities for a personalized experience. Organizing music blocks according to 
genre or artist themes (Top Hip Hop videos, Loaded: Nicki Minaj, etc.) is one strategy 
to keep viewers engaged with the content. Getting away from simply airing music 
videos is another strategy to attract audiences through original offerings – studio and 
reality shows, but instead of this being seen as getting away from the brand and the 
mission, it is in fact an attempt to stay competitive, relevant and attractive to viewers. 
Other industry examples have proved this approach successful, including Food Network 
and History channel, which have evolved into networks that reproduce the emotions and 
experiences related to their main profile. If we consider MTV and its sub-channels, 
MTV2 in particular, as the greatest like-for-like competitor to Fuse TV and we look at 
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the shift of their programming, we will see that there has been a certain gap in creating a 
network that focuses on the stories characters and culture of music.  
 
“History channel eventually realized they can’t get any bigger airing 
war documentaries, airing history content. So they evolved away 
from history, from being a content brand of airing history, to being 
an emotion-based brand built around what people feel about history. 
And what people feel about history is a sense of heroism, so let’s 
build a network based around heroism, the emotion of heroism, as 
opposed to the content of war. And MTV and Animal Planet are 
doing the same thing so there might be a time when we go - Oh, we 
can’t get any bigger telling music stories so let’s broaden a bit 
around the emotion that people have about music – escapism, big 
dreams, living a big life. Going from just airing content about music, 
to content that carries the emotion of music.” 
  Brad Schwartz, SVP Programming and Operations  
 
 And while MTV, in its path to growth has been extremely successful at 
connecting with young audiences through focusing on the lifestyle, dreams and culture 
of its viewers, the music world gives Fuse the opportunity to explore those same themes 
while concentrating its efforts on music and the hopes and tribulations of rock stars, pop 
bands, metal, punk and hip hop fans. Only through producing compelling content and 
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high quality programming, however, is this task feasible, because a gap on the market 
does not give any network automatic entry into the viewing habits of TV fans, 
especially in a highly competitive environment with an abundance of television 
programs. Building a network that can do that is tightly connected to a strong leadership 
and a clear vision for the programming strategy of the channel. After going through 
many structural changes, Fuse is faced by a challenge to formulate its path and decide 
whether broadening the program spectrum might allow the network to gain greater 
popularity among viewers. Extending the range and profile might open up opportunities 
and libraries of content that have the potential to be more mainstream and therefore 
score higher on the ratings charts. In a sense this issue could be examined as a 
‘credibility versus popularity’ question, where the respect of the industry for being the 
only serious music channel is in opposition to being a profitable television network 
serving the mainstream tastes. However, one could argue that a balance can be reached, 
where corporate and ideological interests do not collide. Staying consistent to the brand 
message and attempting to fill the market gap by investing in high quality productions 
and diversification of the programming grid while keeping in line with a music theme, 
would require a strong commitment on an executive level. Whether staying focused on 
music can lead the channel to hitting a plateau is hard to predict but there is a possibility 
to fill a niche and operate a successful business without compromising the channel 
profile.  
Following the market characteristics and consumer behavior, investing in 
original programming focusing on the emotions and experiences that music provokes 
has turned into a new strategy for Fuse. The biggest priorities of the network at the 
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moment are Fuse News and the two new shows United States of Hip Hop and The 
Hustle. While the latter two are new to the schedule and have not had the time to 
demonstrate their potential, Fuse News has not been able to connect with the viewer 
very well so far, as demonstrated by ratings. As a clarification, specific ratings 
information has not been shared because it is proprietary but the success of the shows 
has been broadly discussed with Richard Galasso, who is privy to such data. 
Unlike original shows, movie titles have in contrast done extremely well for the 
channel which can be generally attributed to Fuse’s low brand awareness, which has 
removed it from the destination viewing lists of audiences. Big movie titles that 
transcend the brand of Fuse have often been what attracts viewers scrolling down the 
channel menu. Such properties are great tribunes for promotion and give programmers 
the opportunity to engage the viewer into a more extensive brand experience through 
multiple programming strategies such as anchoring, lead-in and lead-outs, hammocking, 
blocking etc. (Eastman & Ferguson, 2008). Scheduling high priority programs around 
popular shows and in this case movies is a standard practice and additionally allows 
programmers to use their inventory, or the commercial breaks, for self-promotion both 
of the brand and of new original content.  
At this time United States of Hip Hop is scheduled for Tuesdays at 8:30/7:30pm 
Eastern Standard time as a part of an original block, hammocked between Fuse News 
and Top 20 Countdown the new show fits well thematically and is supposed to take 
advantage of the audience flow from its lead-in to its lead-out. Unfortunately, as already 
discussed despite the extensive resources and hopes invested in Fuse News, its support 
so far has been mild, which does not give United States of Hip Hop a large enough 
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audience base to build on. The Hustle, in its Wednesday, 11/10pm Eastern Standard 
Time slot is part of a more long-term original programming strategy to find a permanent 
home for original tentpole shows. Based on competitive challenges, it was doubtful that 
the show could compete in prime time but Fuse programmers saw an opportunity in the 
11pm hour. Research data had shown that the Fuse audience is larger Monday through 
Wednesday, but since Monday is the home of WWE and NFL football and 
counterprogramming would not work in this situation, and Tuesday has arguably been 
claimed by MTV2, Wednesday nights made the most sense to schedule a new scripted 
reality. 
Fuse, however, is not just a television network – it is a multi-media brand that 
also operates on a selection of digital platforms. The following section will take a closer 
look at them.  
 
FUSE Multiplatform 
After examining the linear programming of Fuse TV - its elements, processes 
and strategies, we need to put it into the context of a multi-media company by providing 
the specifics of a multi-platform delivery model. Kristin Lindsey-Cook, VP 
Multiplatform Operations, gives an in-depth insight into the opportunities provided by 
digital properties and how content and revenue opportunities are managed. To be able to 
examine and connect those back to linear programming, we need to gain a better 
understanding of what goes into the multiplatform business of Fuse.  
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Structure  
If we track the development of Fuse’s digital arm, we will see that it has 
changed in its structure and purpose several times since its establishment, but in its 
basis branding, audience recruitment and revenue are recurring themes. Many of those 
shifts have created confusion within the ranks of the department but in an ever-changing 
industry, what looks like wandering around, could be the logical steps of a company 
trying to find its way and adapt to viewer habits and emerging business opportunities 
that no one had explored yet or had a clear formula of how to navigate. Initially the 
department had the all-encompassing responsibilities for producing content, 
disseminating it to all the various delivery platforms and also encoding and transcoding 
the delivery of metadata files. Content was mainly repurposed from the already existing 
database created for linear distribution and it had to be customized according to the 
delivery mechanisms, purposes and consumer-use of each platform.   
The work of the department now is more layered and despite its many long-term 
strategic changes, some of which are scheduled for the next few months, it has clearly 
divided responsibilities among content managers, who handle all the content strategy 
for their respective platforms, the tracking of partnership agreements, performance and 
revenue. From an operational standpoint, they are also responsible for organizing the 
work of the producers they work with so that deadlines are met, they are delivering to 
spec and they are exploring all available promotional opportunities. Through monthly 
calls with their assigned clients, content managers communicate the resources in terms 
of the planned content and the tie-ins that it allows, but it also gives the opportunity to 
accept suggestions and incorporate them. The fact that Fuse is a relatively small 
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company in its structure but mainly in its content, forces it to be more nimble in its 
partnerships, to react quickly and be more responsive to clients’ requests and needs in 
order to stay competitive on the market and retain its existing partner relationships.  
Goals 
The three most important goals of a multiplatform business are arguably 
universal across the board but their assigned priorities within the main company 
mission, how well they are communicated to the managers, how they are executed and 
how well they are coordinated with the rest of a company’s structure and overall 
purpose, vary significantly. Branding, audience recruitment and earning revenue, 
among other smaller goals, would be at the top of the pyramid. At the beginning of 
Fuse’s digital launch, when alternative distribution platforms were in their infancy and 
their role within a company was not very well established, TV channels had already 
started to incorporate a multi-platform approach realizing that it would be of significant 
importance for future development opportunities. At the time the goal of the digital 
department of Fuse was to simply fulfill partnership agreements, such that allowed the 
company to remain relevant and function competitively on the new market. The nature 
of the music industry inevitably related Fuse to the youth culture, which especially 
required them to stay on top of industry trends and follow the rising consumer habits, 
with 93% of teens and young adults in America found to go online regularly (Pew, 
2004-2009). Being relevant among young viewers undoubtedly meant an online and 
digital presence that had to go beyond simple multiplatform distribution. It must have 
had a lot to do with building a continuation of Fuse’s brand beyond its linear offerings. 
One of the tools Fuse used then to answer the needs and online habits of young people 
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was to select hosts through viewers uploading their VJ shows and submitting them in 
the hopes to become the new face of Fuse TV. Interactive strategies like this one were 
common at the time and Fuse took advantage of many of them when SMS and 
interactive TV came into play. And while initially the digital websites were meant for 
already existing viewers of the linear network or audience retention, it soon turned into 
audience recruitment, or so it was meant to be.  
Platforms and Partnerships 
“It’s viewed as a must-have from just an industry perspective, we 
have to have an authenticated offering, we have to have VOD, we 
need to have some sort of syndication or affiliate partner to rooster 
views, ad sales and site strength really” 
 Kristin Lindsey-Cook, VP Multimedia Operations for Fuse, is entrusted with the 
responsibility to maintain this required media property for Fuse and while the 
multiplatform business has been around for a while and now is not nearly as unknown 
as a decade ago, the landscape is constantly changing and the challenges of keeping a 
finger on the pulse of the industry bears great responsibility. What is important to 
remember is that Multiplatform is a department within a television network. Its goals 
and operations are not independent and should run in tight conjunction with several 
other departments in order to accomplish not only a cohesive brand feel but also be 
beneficial to the main business. When it comes to the interaction with the linear 
programming division the ideological standpoint is that the basis of all operations at the 
multiplatform department are led by the fact that Fuse is first and foremost a linear 
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network. Content managers therefore coordinate their actions with that thought in mind 
after reaching a consensus across all departments regarding all deals and commitments 
that need to be fulfilled. Whether these two aspects are in conflict depends on the initial 
goals set before partnerships have been formed.  
The individual case of Fuse’s multiplatform department gives an idea of the 
general media landscape and the available opportunities for television channels, but 
where it differs is in its assets and negotiating power. Affiliate partners like Comcast, 
DirectTV, Dish and many other (Fuse has 33 affiliates) offer VOD and TV Everywhere 
partnerships that depending on the available content and market position determine the 
viewer experience. Being a music channel, influenced by fair use clauses and licenses, 
Fuse is limited in the content that it can provide in a mutually beneficial partnership. As 
a fairly new provider of original content with limited resources and budgets to create 
many productions on a regular basis, Fuse consequently has restrictions to the amount 
of content it can put on VOD over a certain time period. These so called affiliate 
restrictions allocate 10-15 hours over a 90 day period and only allow up to two full 
episodes and only two 10-minute or less clips over the series of a show for free. So if 
the first two episodes of one show are made available on demand for free, no other 
shows or episodes can be put up for 90 days. Channels that are subject to similar 
restrictions work around them by using launch episodes as promotional hooks that 
would entice people to buy subsequent episodes. Soon after, they pull down episodes to 
free up “space” for new series. In the case of Fuse, such restrictions could potentially 
have a very significant influence. Since Fuse owns a limited library of content to begin 
with limitations on time seem barely relevant but in the face of its attempts to gain reach 
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and awareness, providing free content and as much of it as possible for as long as 
possible is crucial. Even with high acclaimed shows like Dexter, availability on VOD 
and other alternative to linear platforms attributed to its viewing going up 235% season 
to season (Umstead, 2013). The effect of the late adopters concerns many big 
productions including Dexter, Game of Thrones, Breaking Bad, etc. but availability 
through alternative distribution channels allow viewers to binge-watch a few episodes 
or entire seasons in order to catch up and go back to watching on linear as the episodes 
air. “Because ultimately that screen is in the most comfortable room in the house, with 
the highest quality, definition and size, and the couch is in this room, and your family is 
there.” Brad Schwartz firmly believes that the TV set is irreplaceable but watching 
linear television also allows viewers to engage in the social discussions that surround 
new episodes and be part of a clique of viewers as in the Game of Thrones example 
(Umstead, 2013). One of the benefits of digital properties is in fact their long-tail nature 
and thus the limitations set by affiliate platforms for Fuse and other similar entities have 
a significant effect on smaller and less popular content providers fighting for viewers’ 
attention.  
 Content syndication partnerships are another way to spread a company’s reach 
and generate revenue. Companies like News Distribution Network (NDN), Digital 
Broadcasting Group (DBG), Alloy Media, Dailymotion and Premier Retail Networks 
(PRN) allow Fuse to explore untraditional venues of disseminating brand awareness. 
From a financial point of view they allow the repurpose of content, meaning little 
additional resource is put into production, which can serve in multiple new ways. Most 
of these platforms are not destination viewing, they provide Fuse and other television 
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networks with the opportunity to be seen by random users when they are not necessarily 
looking for entertainment content or at least not looking for Fuse content in particular. 
Where this is beneficial is reaching audiences that might be unfamiliar to the network in 
the hopes that the content will be appealing enough to bring back numbers to the digital 
or linear platforms. If the goals indeed are audience recruitment, the programs are with 
high promotional power and need to be carefully selected and formatted in a way that 
would be most easily digested by the typical consumer of the respective outlet. PRN for 
example provides retail platforms similar to screens at the fast food restaurant chain 
KFC, Hardee’s, Costco warehouses, gas stations, which filter content on a continual 
basis. Such partnerships operate on pure revenue share negotiated on the basis of 
distribution deals between the retail location and in this case PRN on one side (for 
example 70/30); and publisher fees between PRN and the content provider (for example 
50/50) on the other. Revenue share or rev share are business strategies that define the 
distribution of profits between partners or companies in business alliances (Meyers, 
2012).  How effective those outlets are in terms of audience recruitment and building 
brand awareness is a matter of further exploration. This work provides the operational 
framework in which Fuse’s multiplatform department functions to achieve its set of 
goals.  
 In a multiplatform media environment the ways to generate revenue seem 
unlimited and ad network partners are yet another avenue for Fuse. These allow the 
company to attach advertising to content and then distribute it through its established 
affiliations. They work like syndication or distribution partners that provide more online 
platforms and so greater reach. The more ways a certain piece of content (with an ad 
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attached) is being delivered to audiences, the more likely it is to be seen and recognized 
and to make an impression. For this Fuse pays the ad network partners and receives 
money for the ad sales. Fuse may additionally receive money for the content 
syndication in certain cases (depending mainly on publisher relationships), but in most 
cases expenses and revenue tend to balance each other out and the benefit for the 
network is the views and impressions, garnered in the process.  
 Individual deals with Hulu, Amazon, Netflix and Google also provide additional 
distribution outlets and all have different parameters depending on the negotiation 
power of the content provider, which largely contingent on their program portfolio. 
Having a large array of shows is important in these partnerships because it provides 
continual content stream for the users of services like Netflix and Hulu, it raises the 
value for the subscribers and justifies the subscription fees. For Fuse such deals are in 
negotiations in preparation for the launch of new shows. It recently gave a green light 
and started airing a talk show (The United States of Hip Hop) and a scripted reality 
show (The Hustle). With those two shows set as a network priority, all negotiating 
power is concentrated to drive promotional efforts. However, Fuse’s main arsenal is 
music videos, which it does not own but only licenses for its linear platform, and with 
few other new shows scheduled for production in the coming months its position in the 
negotiation room is greatly weakened. Other shows already in Fuse’s library, some of 
which are purchased syndicated programs, include contracts with a base of three years 
of clearance for music, content and artists, with some involving a rev share clause for 
the production company. This gives the company all rights to distribute the shows in the 
frames of the contract for its own purposes. If based on the contract specifics it does not 
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receive full clearance, it is the content manager’s role to deliver some form of 
multiplatform version that allows digital distribution, usually by going to the edit suite 
and taking out any necessary content.  
 Company websites and YouTube channels are considered ‘Owned and 
Operated’ and similar to the broadcast network term, give the owner full control of the 
advertising resources that go through those platforms. They are still bound by affiliate 
restrictions in terms of content distribution so there are once again only two episodes of 
each series for free but as many clips as possible.  
Monetizing the business 
While brand awareness and audience recruitment are in a sense intangible, 
“revenue is what really drives the business” and what top executives are most 
concerned about is “making sure [Fuse Digital] has the operational efficiencies to meet 
the ROI (Return on Investment) and bring money for shows” (Kristin Lindsey-Cook, 
VP Multiplatform Operations). Advertising, sponsorships and partner agreements are at 
the center of fulfilling this goal, but as Cook admits, it is sometimes hard to maintain a 
profitable digital business and keep it in unison with a linear television network’s 
priorities. For the linear network the dual revenue stream model (subscriptions and 
advertising) is the cornerstone of the business whereas monetizing digital properties 
provides a much complicated revenue flow as already discussed. Important for both is 
that subscriber rates for the linear network are based on a combination of factors, 
including many of the digital offerings – VOD, authenticated broadband, etc. This is all 
wrapped up in one number which makes digital extensions a financial necessity but also 
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points out a potential flaw in the network business model, which bundles the two 
platforms into one price. 
The advertising revenue stream spreads across platforms. While ratings are what 
determine linear network rates, the mechanisms of measurement allow digital platforms 
to provide much more targeted podiums for advertisers. Furthermore multiplatform 
media companies provide advertisers with the opportunity to spread their messages in 
more ways and create the same emotional attachment that networks are fighting for 
through larger scale sponsorships that encompass more platforms. Vitamin Water for 
example entered into such partnership with Fuse and instead of simple advertisement 
incorporated its new brand message “Making boring brilliant” into a special event that 
was promoted through all available platforms. The deal included an all-star concert and 
multiple stunts across the city of Boring, Oregon (Fuse TV, 2013). But what it provided 
was an experience that underlined the brand, its message and the collaboration with a 
media company that fits the target market served as a stage to communicate to 
consumers in a targeted way.  
From a top executive perspective, whether such initiatives and the digital 
properties are successful depends on whether the business brings the expected profits. 
But on a stand-alone basis networks that do not have a strong linear audience-base and 
operate with relatively new multiplatform divisions, revenue is not so substantial. In 
comparison for example, Canada’s MuchMusic group at one point had digital 
advertising revenue of 18% of total advertising, an incredible accomplishment on the 
market. Since views determine digital CPMs, reaching a point where the business 
generates enough profits is highly contingent on the success of the linear network. 
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However, operating a multiplatform business is a necessity from an industry standpoint 
and furthermore, the savings generated from the content that is spread across multiple 
platforms offsets some of the costs related to operating the business. When profits are 
not the most accurate metric to judge success especially with a developing business, 
managers look to growth and follow signs to increase the connection that audiences 
build with their brand.  
Measuring the success 
As discussed previously, there is no universal measurement tool that gives a 
comprehensive understanding of multiplatform viewership. At Fuse, like at other media 
companies, managers mix and match metrics to account for their results. It is the 
programmers’ role to maximize the inventory and create a programming schedule that 
yields the biggest ratings for the linear network. For them, all other content and 
platform should be serving their interests since Fuse is first and foremost a television 
network. The schedule and the ratings attached to it give the ad sales department arsenal 
to “go out to the marketplace and monetize the network” (Richard Galasso). Fuse’s 
reach is 70 million homes and depending on the market is often included in the basic 
cable package, which is an advantage for a network trying to gain velocity. With 
networks that have a limited audience-base, however, ratings data is especially 
unforgiving. Since Nielsen is based on a sample only a few people turning off their TV 
sets at a certain time can have a great impact on the overnights.  
A flaw that seems apparent with Fuse and leads to a disconnect between the 
goals and coordination between platforms is that success is measured separately. The 
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interview with Kristin Lindsey-Cook showed little concern for linear ratings data and 
while as a head of the multiplatform division of Fuse, her work is judged on the success 
of her department, it can be argued that unclear overall company goals and an 
underlined focus on profits, stir the business in opposing directions, drifting it away 
from the linear network. The digital side of the business is measured by view counts and 
increase in consumption on a month-to-month basis but all various platforms have 
different metrics and provide different information. On the one hand O&O websites 
provide complex data like time spent, amount of views, IP address, location, 
demographics, whether viewers skip ads, whether they fast-forward, rewind or re-watch 
the content. Audience recruitment through VOD is also easily measureable with set-top 
box data, whereas iTunes only provides view counts. So collecting the data and 
analyzing it without falling in the trap of comparing fundamentally incomparable 
metrics is the challenge of media managers who then need to report to executives by 
digesting the information in understandable terms.  
Branding 
 Fuse is a company with a multitude of revenue streams and an organizational 
structure in which departments report individually to one main executive from a parent 
company (See Figure 2.). In the meantime they are all meant to be part of a complex 
web of interactions and interdependencies, which brings the question “Does Fuse pass 
the duck test?” Does it look, swim and quack like a duck and most importantly is it the 
same duck. If we consider Fuse as a homogenous product and all its various extensions 
as outlets to get the message out and connect with the mass consumer, then as Brad 
Schwartz proclaims, it needs to feel like it is all coming from the same place.  
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“When you see us on TV, when you see us on an app, when you see 
us on the ground at a festival, when you see us across digital 
platforms – that we look, feel, smell, sound the same, so that you 
know what Fuse is.”  
Apart from graphics and design, a media company needs to coordinate all its 
assets in a way that it delivers the same experience to the user through its contents, 
voice and attitude. Fuse, as its slogan reads, is “where music lives” and deals 
exclusively, more than any existing channel in America, with the subject of music. On a 
larger scale, the subject of music could encompass any genre, style and form but as we 
will see in following sections the nature of the various distribution platforms and their 
use influence the decisions regarding the content distributed through them. The 
challenge is to be able to formulate the main goal of the company and keep the focus on 
the main business without being distracted by ancillary revenue opportunities that might 
overall hurt the brand. The challenge is to keep the content interconnected even when it 
is not identical and to direct resources to recruiting audiences and harness all revenues 
streams into the betterment of the main platform.  
Branding a media company into creating a consistent experience across all its 
platforms presumes consumer loyalty. It presumes that the audience will get attached to 
the brand and will be coming back to consume the product in all its forms and across all 
outlets. But with so many good shows on so many channels and so little time, is it 
possible that a viewer stays loyal to the brand and the network (Umstead, 2013)? Do 
viewers migrate between favorite networks or have they shifted to selecting between 
favorite programs and started to distinguish brands less. According to Brad Schwartz 
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this is true for some and it is largely a branding issue of not being consistent in their 
offering, giving an example with Duck Dynasty. While the show is extremely successful 
for A&E, with its final episode setting a rating record for the channel, it is a departure 
from the format and feel of the network and therefore disrupting the brand and creating 
a precedent for viewers who go in search of the content more than the channel (Barber, 
2013).  
If branding is successful, wrapping content into a package that looks and feels 
the same is closely connected with creating an emotional attachment to the product 
(Daye, 2013). For a television network the strength of this bond is what determines how 
likely it is for a viewer to return to the channel, watch the same show again, follow a 
season, interact with it on more than one platform, share it with friends and even wait 
anxiously for the next installment. According to Brad Schwartz, digital extensions to a 
television show provide exactly this opportunity – to nurture a stronger bond to the 
content, make it harder for viewers to ignore or miss episodes:  
“The only way to create emotional attachment in this day and age is 
to be everywhere the audience is. And if you are everywhere the 
audience is and they are connecting with you everywhere their life is, 
whether it be their phone, a TV screen or walking down the street 
and seeing a billboard of the show...”  
Moreover, availability and ease of access to additional content in the form of 
excerpts, clips, original series and even merchandise create a sense of a personal 
connection and a deeper relationship. It creates fans which are ultimately the goal 
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because they are loyal and provide consistent numbers on the ratings charts. Digital 
properties in this sense are used not only as duplicate outlets for the linear programming 
but also for extending the experience of the users through developing exclusives and 
originals like Fuse’s ICP Theatre and Crate Diggers, which at least at the beginning 
were digital-only assets. They are meant to be related and promoted through the main 
content because of the fact that they are similar but serve more niche audiences. This 
tactic is similar to the linear programming strategy of control of audience flow. One 
episode or clip from a popular show or a show from the linear network that a user has 
come to see on the website, could act as a ‘lead-in’ to original digital content, creating 
an eco-system that once again creates the sense that it all feels the same and comes from 
the same brand.  
Availability 
Availability on multiple platforms, especially in today’s media environment 
with an abundance of channels and programs and the busy lifestyles that viewers lead, 
strengthens the connection also because it allows audiences to catch up on missed 
content instead of drifting away if circumstances prevent from watching the linear 
broadcast. All interviewees agree that availability is extremely important but as the VP 
of Multiplatform Operation points out, in Fuse’s case restrictions dictated by the nature 
of the content and partnership agreements limit this opportunity, which has been 
difficult to communicate to programming executives.  
In the dawn of the digital revolution, many media executives feared that digital 
platforms could have an eroding effect on linear television (Lipsman, 2012). The beliefs 
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have changed drastically and now proclaim that in fact they are a driver for linear 
television (Avid and Ovum, 2012). One argument is that constantly building your own 
schedule and playlist through combining digital platforms is exhausting. Habit 
formation is still a strong factor in consuming media and while viewers might want to 
catch up on missed episodes through alternative outlets, they often just go to back to 
appointment watching on linear television. What digital platforms allow is to not get 
disconnected easily before you have even built a connection with a program. Watching 
an episode one missed online keeps that bond fresh but is not necessarily a preference. 
It could be a product of circumstance – prior commitment, limited resources for 
subscriptions, etc.  
Content 
The emotional attachment is certainly fostered by availability and an all-
encompassing presence, but most importantly it depends on the content and the way it 
relates to individual tastes and experiences.  
Apart from music videos, interviews and live music events, developments in 
viewer habits and the technological advances that have affected the music industry, 
have forced Fuse to invest in productions that concern music in a less direct way – 
studio talk shows, scripted reality shows, etc. This broadly sets the parameters of Fuse’s 
content in terms of format. The nature of the content, however, is closely related to the 
platform that it is connected to and the distinctions determine its use and consumer-
base. While linear television and its success are highly dependent on ratings up to 7 
days after the airing, what it needs is to gather large amounts of viewers at the same 
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time. This orchestrates the nature of the content in the sense that it needs to be attractive 
for the mass audience, similar to artists that can fill up a large arena for a concert versus 
small bands that perform at smaller venues. In contrast, digital platforms and their long-
tail nature allow for an accumulation of interest over time, which in turn gives content 
providers the opportunity to serve niche audiences. For Fuse distinctions of what works 
online versus on TV is largely contingent on the style of music. Rock and Roll, metal, 
indie rock, underground hip hop are found to be less popular on linear and are therefore 
explored in more detail on the digital platforms though interviews, specials, and original 
series. More connectable are also news on underground and up-an-coming bands, which 
is heavily exploited on the website www.fuse.tv. Such unique content also has the 
potential to be more visible, while Lady Gaga and the interest she generates would be 
distributed among all media outlets that cover her story at a certain point in time. Search 
engine optimization and being lost in the sea of information is a big concern for small 
networks so being on the pulse of emerging trends serves to avoid this danger.  
Determining the nature of the content and coordinating it across multiple 
platforms goes back to how the emerging digital environment and interconnectivity 
enable a deeper connection with the ‘viewser’, a term Jennifer Gillan (2011) uses to 
depict the contemporary viewer as an active user and re-shaper of content. Fuse’s 
audience is young and very socially and digitally engaged, which means that in order to 
serve their tastes programs need to have their digital extensions more so than content 
available on networks with a different demographic. The factors leading the decision-
making process in the development stages, however, vary between media organizations 
and management visions. While the SVP of Viacom International Media Networks puts 
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digital platforms as the basis of building audiences, Brad Schwartz points out that the 
leading factor when green-lighting a show is not necessarily whether it provides 
multiplatform opportunities. Instead he looks for content that catalyzes conversation, 
unique content that can be shared and tweeted about regardless of the emotions it 
provokes. The question arises whether this is similar to the phrase ‘no PR is bad PR’, 
because controversy around a show or a piece of content might not necessarily promote 
the brand and attract consistent interest. 
Fuse’s approach to the content that is put out through its digital extensions has 
changed multiple times under the influence of managerial shifts. Originally it was 
meant to be only ancillary, the insider look to existing programs on the linear network. 
Subsequently, due to a YouTube deal, there was a stronger surge to create more original 
content unique to the specific platform. Factors influencing these decisions are related 
to fulfilling partnership agreements, driving the price point up through offering 
additional advertising outlets and increasing traffic based on view counts. Repurposing 
existing programs is a way to inflate the library with little resource but it also needs to 
correspond to the brand message and a quality control test. Apart from short-form 
series, original clips and promos, tentpole shows on Fuse’s linear program foster a 
personal relationship that allows consumers to include the content in their lives in a 
more intimate way. A show like Top 20 Countdown, for example crosses the TV screen 
into the digital world through Spotify by building a music playlist of the top 20 videos 
and including an interactive voting element. To close back the circle, it also provides 
ancillary content on the website through links to related stories, video clips, pictures and 
series, which if ordered in the correct way can accommodate a fluid audience flow, 
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which in turn can be highly beneficial in retaining the existing audience and recruiting 
new. Increasing the time consumers spend with the product in this way makes it a 
bigger part of their life and nurtures a stronger bond with the content.  
Strategy and Long-term vision 
 In a multi-media company with a complex structure and multiple revenue 
streams it is extremely important for executives to be able to formulate a long term-
strategy and communicate a clear vision to the management, which in turn should be 
able to lead their assigned departments towards the end goal. Any confusions and 
miscommunication could be detrimental to the overall growth of the company, 
especially if it is being dragged in different directions influenced by conflicting 
objectives. After going through multiple restructuring, Fuse seems to still be finding its 
way to such a common goal and one contradictory notion is whether it is a company 
like Apple with many products that sell separately and independently of each other, 
united by common branding and broader characteristics; or a linear network supported 
by its many digital properties serving as complementary extensions. 
 In Kristin Lindsey-Cook’s experience, VP of Multiplatform Operations for Fuse, 
programmers often refuse to accept the overwhelming influence of digital platforms and 
the extensive amount of operational and creative efforts concentrated on developing 
them especially in the cases when they do nothing to increase linear viewership. In a 
scenario where the main goal is audience recruitment for the linear channel, a more 
supportive role by digital platforms, focused on tune-in promotional strategies are 
crucial and this is strongly echoed in the talks with both interviewees directly 
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responsible for the programming decisions of Fuse – Richard Galasso and Bradley 
Schwartz.  
A central role to a possible disconnect between linear and digital platforms is 
played by the linear television grid. This gap is functioning on two levels – 
organizational among the company; and branding in terms of the way it is presented to 
the outside consumer. On an operational level, according to Richard Galasso, 
employees of Fuse’s various departments from management to entry level positions are 
not familiar with the grid and do not coordinate their actions according to its structure. 
From a branding perspective, the fact that the website www.fuse.tv does not have the 
schedule for the linear network, is disallowing viewers to relate back to the network and 
therefore automatically setting the website as a completely separate entity. This 
omission symbolically illustrates the structural confusion within the company and 
unambiguously severs the link between the linear and multiplatform departments and 
prevents them from formulating a common strategy and goal.  
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Picture 1. Fuse website before a re-design, Source: www.fuse.tv  
 
 
 
 
Picture 2. Fuse website before a re-design, Source: www.fuse.tv 
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For Fuse this decision was a result of a managerial vision that proved wrong 
based on the company’s financial performance and is now in the process of being 
repaired through a complete restructuring of the website. It is important to point out that 
while this is an individual case, general lessons can be drawn from the situation and be 
applied to other similar organizations. Driving traffic to the linear network and building 
a digital business, if part of the same company and brand need to generally be 
developed in unison. Striking a balance between the two goals is crucial to building a 
joint business and creating a more natural flow across all platforms. Not only will the 
re-designed website have the linear schedule but also shows will get their own pages 
similar to micro websites, including episode guides, videos, photos, and additional 
content, which will enforce that deeper connection and emotional attachment that is so 
important to branding. The most recent long-term goal is to have all content on the 
website build a connection back to the linear network through its structure, availability 
and nature of content, additionally concentrating promotional efforts to drive traffic to 
priority properties such as new shows. This seems in line with the programmers’ 
perspective on the focus of available resources and assets, but most importantly it builds 
a bridge between the two departments uniting them in a clearer objective. Timing in this 
matter, however, is extremely important and with two of Fuse’s new shows launching in 
2013 (United States of Hip Hop on May 13 and The Hustle June 19) the question is 
whether the re-design should have happened in preparation for those two programs. The 
new design of the website is now in parts finalized and despite the fact that the TV 
schedule is still missing, it is much easier to navigate, bringing the TV shows to the 
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forefront and fostering habitual consumption through various franchises like The Song 
of the Day, poles, quizzes, etc (See Pictures 3-6).  
 
 
Picture 3. Fuse website after the re-design, Source: www.fuse.tv 
 
 
 
Picture 4. Fuse website after the re-design, Source: www.fuse.tv 
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Picture 5. Fuse website after the re-design, Source: www.fuse.tv 
 
 
 
Picture 6. Fuse website after the re-design, Source: www.fuse.tv 
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 Apart from shuffling the design of the website in an attempt to bring traffic to 
the linear network, content distributed through all the available platforms needs to also 
have a supportive role. This is not to mean that original digital content is harmful to the 
network but that its role needs to point back to building a connection with the television 
brand without disrupting the overall sense of the product. Example of missed 
opportunities to link the platforms are fuse.tv breaking news that do not include throw-
backs to Fuse News or specials like the anniversary of Notorious BIG’s death that both 
linear and digital platforms exploited in different ways instead of linking the stunt 
across platforms and reinforcing the message, ideally creating an audience flow from 
one platform to the other. Communication and coordination based on the television grid, 
stunt planning and setting common priorities and objectives is important but a strong 
leadership is the only thing that can facilitate such structural and ideological shift. 
Conclusion 
 In the course of this study the main goal was to use a real-life example for a 
cable network, take a detailed behind-the-scenes look into its workings and examine the 
effects of a fast-paced and ever-changing industry on the operations of the channel in 
the hopes that it can give insight into some of the issues that concern cable channels in a 
multi-media environment as a whole. Several conclusions can be outlined from the 
research, which lay the basis for future developments, parallels with other similar 
organizations and areas for further study. Fuse Networks has been the central subject of 
the research and all conclusions made here are specific to its individual case to the point 
where relevant associations can be discovered with other market players.  
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 One of the main insights of this study has been the in-depth look into the 
operations of a multiplatform business, which has become an industry standrad and a 
necessity for companies that want to remain relevant and competitive. All industry 
indicators outlined through IBIS industry reports, combined with the professional 
perspectives of the three top level management participants point to the need of 
television networks to evolve into much more complex structures with multiple 
distribution models and revenue streams. Consequently, the way content is 
conceptualized, produced, promoted and distributed now implies a 360-degree 
commissioning strategy that requires media managers to re-think their business (Parker, 
2007). This new approach includes a comprehensive long-term branding strategy that 
extends across platforms, understands and serves the different needs and applications of 
each distribution outlet and yet is clear in its message to the users, evoking a consistent 
feel with its products. This conslusion is universal based on the literature review and the 
in-depth interviews so it can be applied to any organization with similar operations. 
 A second summary from the findings of the study concerns the main subject, 
which is the role of digital platforms on linear programming. The challenges created by 
the internet and time-shifting recording devices such as DVRs, combined with the 
changing habits of audinces in how they consume media, have a considerabe effect on 
the work of linear television schedulers. Their main role to attract the largest amount of 
viewers possible at the same time is being altered by the influences of digitalization and 
the defragmentation of content across multiple platforms. Industry research and the 
findings of this study, however, suggest that the changes that are occuring in the 
consumption of media aids linear television and does not lead to viewer erosion. 
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Television network models are changing and the way content reaches the viewers takes 
multiple forms but the challenges that lie ahead are in how the force provided by digital 
platforms can be harnessed into directing viewers toward the linear program. A 
discussion of specific strategies and tools opens the door for additional research for a 
different study, which can give practical guidelines to programmers and digital 
managers. Network profiles and the nature of content for each channel differ to some 
extend and to need to be considered in future research and generalizations. The study of 
Fuse’s experience attempts to go beyond the individual example and create parallels 
that are universally true without crossing the border of assumptions. 
 Finally, in the course of the study emerged a theme that was not initially 
intended. From a leadership perspective, the research of Fuse’s interworkings revealed 
that managing its business, which consists of mutiple departmens, revenue streams and 
objectives, requires clear goals, careful coordination and consistent interaction between 
the different sections of the company. In the case of Fuse, some previous attempts in its 
business models that separated the company mission in two and created a clear division 
between linear and digital, proved to be unsuccessful in growing the business. This 
occurred through changing leadership visions that were not able to allign its many 
revenue streams into reaching a common goal. After some shifts in the structure and 
objectives, the latest goal has transformed into exploring the best options for profit on 
all platforms, but up to the point where they all generate audience recruitment for the 
linear network. This has set clear guidelines and boundaries for all departments and 
while this is an example specific to this organization it can serve as a lesson for other 
companies that have similar struggles. Researh into the operations of each such 
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organization needs to be conducted before any recommendations or parallels can be 
drawn.  
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APPENDIX A 
Interview Questions 
 
 
 
The following are the main questions posed at all three interviewees. The degree 
of depth of the answers depended on the area of expertise of the particular participant 
and supplementary questions were added either based on the individual experience or 
the direction of the conversation in the course of the interview. The questions were 
divided in several general topics: Content, Measuring, Organizational, Strategic, 
Financial and General. 
CONTENT 
Talk to me about the current linear Fuse programming. 
Is the digital content only a supplement to the on air content or is it independent? 
How is the digital content different from the on air content? 
What are the criteria for on air vs digital content? 
Has digital content driven audiences to watch more television content? 
Has there been a digital idea that was transferred to a TV program? 
What is the role of digital platform users in shaping the content of both digital and 
linear platforms? 
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Which is the leading factor for program development – will the program perform in a 
multi-platform context or which one is good TV? 
How has linear programming changed since the urge into digital? 
MEASURING 
How is success measured and evaluated when it comes to investment in digital? 
How does measurement of untraditional media platforms influence decisions for 
program development and revenues? Are advertisers receptive to new ways of 
monetizing eyeballs now that ratings are not the only measure? How about on a 
corporate level, do executives appreciate the meaning of numbers different than 
overnights? 
Public broadcasters use RQIV – reach, quality impact and value. Is there a common 
measuring system across all technologies or are profit and ROI the main measures? 
Nielsen To Measure Online TV Viewing With Digital Program Ratings – how 
important is this for Fuse? 
ORGANIZATIONAL 
Who makes the decision which content to be digital and which linear TV? 
How is the company structured content-wise? How separated are the departments that 
deal with digital versus linear? Are producers strictly assigned to one platform? 
What is the role of the development department?  
Do producers or program developers pitch ideas about the separate content? 
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When was the digital department established? What were its main goals? What are the 
main strategies of this department? 
How has the business model of the company shifted since? 
Are you exploring cloud opportunities? How have these influenced work flow and 
finances? 
Being a music channel, do new technologies influence the struggle to transform the 
business successfully to a new formula more true than it is for other channels? See 
examples from music labels, CDs, the change of MTV’s programming, etc.  
STRATEGIC 
Is there a strategy to build a cohesive multi-platform solution, more platforms to work 
together in a cohesive flow – all platforms covering one subject but complementing 
each other and bouncing users from one to the other to create an integrated personalized 
viewing experience? 
What is the main strategy of the company – to drive TV viewership through digital 
platforms, to maximize profits regardless of TV ratings, or to have separate audiences 
for the different platforms? 
Do you have a concern that online is cannibalizing your TV business? 
What is the role of the YouTube channel within the strategy of the company to drive TV 
viewership? 
What role does multiplatform distribution play into developing a digital platform? 
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Does the profile of Fuse and of niche cable channels all together allow for a better use 
of digital platforms and the long tail to extend the life of programming and “sweat” 
content across more platforms and for longer periods of time? 
FINANCIAL 
Avid and Ovum – 75% of media executives surveyed believe that, contrary to 
conventional wisdom, online, social and mobile platforms actually drive audiences to 
watch more television. What do you think?  
How does Fuse monetize online content? 
Where is the growth expected to come from - audience direct revenue, increased 
advertising revenue, increased audiences, or multiplatform services? 
On average, media producers reported that over a third of their archives could be 
profitably monetized but remain inaccessible and unavailable for such use. Is this true 
for Fuse? Why and Why not? How can this be mended? 
How has convergence generated savings and helped minimize the extra cost involved in 
multi-platform delivery? 
How has it created new costs? 
GENERAL 
What do you think was the biggest TV business news story of the past year?  
What changes or trends do you foresee in the next year or so in our industry?
 
 
 
